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"Here at FiskPay, we consider the right to anonymity to be a precious commodity."
Every day there are millions of transactions happening. Those transactions are processed
successfully without exchanging personal information between the parties involved.
However, things are different when it comes to online transactions.
Online payments used to be made exclusively using debit cards or through a payment platform.
In both cases the customer is forced to hand over their private info to a third party so that they
can proceed with their purchase.
This is where we come in. Although there are other blockchain based payment solutions, they do
not pay much attention to the anonymity aspect of the exchange.
Most payment providers ask for user’s personal information in order for them to have access to
their services.
Blockchain technology however provides with trustless transactions processing for it's users.
This means there is no need to entrust a third party to review a transaction, nor to reveal
sensitive
information about the parties involved.
Our team’s aim is creating an easy to implement decentralized payment gateway. With this in
mind, we are committed to using every aspect of this emergent technology, ensuring anonymity
and security between customers and vendors.

What is FiskPay?
FiskPay is a no-KYC cryptocurrency payment gateway in the Polygon Network that enables
automated payments, using instant payments notifications (IPNs).
Our vision
Fast, simple and anonymous ‘cash like’ online payments away from preying 3rd parties.
Our promise
No personal data collecting. no activity logging, no tracking cookies.
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How it works

On the front end, customers have the option to pay for a product/service using FiskPay , like
always.
Depending on the webmaster (vendor) configuration, customers are able to choose the amount
(in fiat or crypto) to pay, select one of the supported cryptocurrencies and proceed to payment.
On the back end, transactions are “sent” to the Polygon Network for validation.
When the transaction gets validated (marked as successful), the vendor is notified through an
instant payment notification (IPN).
We support more than 160 fiat currencies and we currently accept payments in
Fisk, MATIC, USDT, USDC, agEUR
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Payments overview

Every time a Payee makes a payment, funds are sent to a Customer wallet.
Each Customer (Ethereum address) can be assigned with a maximum of 5 wallets.
The use of those wallets is to collect the paid funds.
When a Customer withdraws their earnings from their wallet, a fee is imposed.
Transactions done with Fisk get taxed by 0.09%, while MATIC and any 3rd party token
transactions get taxed by 0.13% and 0.18% respectively. Those fees are sent to the
Developer team.
The Developer wallet works in a similar way.
When funds get withdrawn from the Developer wallet, 9% of Fisk are burned to our
contract address (making Fisk token slightly deflationary), while 15% of every 3rd party token
is sent to the 3rd party token developer address (if applicable).

The Payee - The provider of the product/service that accepts FiskPay
The Customer - The individual purchasing a product / service using FiskPay
The Developers - The developer team behind FiskPay
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About FiskPay token (Fisk)

Fisk is our project native token, which can be used as a payment currency.
The initial token supply is 1 billion tokens.
Upon deployment, all tokens are "locked" to the FiskPay contract.
Half of the total supply will be burnt to the zero address, effectively reducing the circulating
supply to 500 million.
Presale participants will receive 14% of the circulating supply, while 6% will be kept to the
deployer address.
The rest (80% of the circulating supply) of the tokens will be used for creating the Fisk/MATIC
pair in Sushiswap.

The SLP (Sushiswap Liquidity Pool token) received for creating the pair will be also burnt to the
zero address, permanently locking the liquidity.
Tokens, will be available to the public on Sushiswap after the conclusion of the presale.

Fisk token total supply 1 billion - 100%
Token burn 500 million - 50%
Development 30 million - 3%
Presale 70 million - 7%
Liquidity pool 400 million - 40%
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Below you can find links related to our project
FiskPay Contract: 0xaBE9255A99fd2EFB4a15fcF375E5D3987E32Ad74
Wallet Factory Contract: 0xa8DBB7d8391673eB47B9282709875fD3a2e313D2
Developer Wallet Address : 0xd25f56c80150a080874670d32e4d112003277CEd
Administrator Address: 0x33a6657b336A2bef47769BCdcAdFCED8E78246AC
Token burn: 0xccd5462a6298c7b6fc9be5d533cd5fa7dea740be13f01fba03a51c19293bb726
Liquidity burn: 0x2e938ca65b6e646a94a63284129a2b086a1b23c0fde6f0e2d69ce3d0d55becde
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